V.V.A.A.
FRUITS OF THE SEASON

Videos:
1. Delorean "NYCGaps"
2. Delorean "Los muertos"
3. GAS Drummers "Miamized"
4. Half foot outside "Start acting mean"
5. Half foot outside "Name the day"
6. Happy Meals "Drawning in you"
7. It's not not "Ups and downs"
8. The Linn Youki project "Dove?"
9. Madee "Secret chamber"
10. Madee "Fallen heroes"
11. No More Lies "Paper and gas 4000 RPM"
12. Nueva Vulcano "Quiromancia"
13. Les Philippes "Colour stew"
14. Sibyl Vane "Invisible sin desaparecer del todo"
15. Standstill "Por todas las cosas"
16. Standstill "Cuando"
17. Tokyo Sex Destruction "Power to the people"
18. Tokyo Sex Destruction "Two years ago"
19. Tokyo Sex Destruction "The bridge"
20. The Unfinished Sympathy "Your weight on my shoulders"
21. The Unfinished Sympathy "I killed her but that's not ...
22. The Unfinished Sympathy "This living kills"
Extras:
. Spots from the italian television introducing the new releases by Delorean and It's Not Not
. Photographic report about the launch of "Le red soul communnitee..." and "Black noise is the new sound" by Tokyo
Sex Destruction in Japan.
Selling points:
. Compilation of BCore videos 2003-2005

Artist:

The history of video creation is parallel to the artists' careers; if musical
recordings have been improving through time, being current recordings
much better in most cases than the ones made 10 or 15 years ago, the
same happens with musical videos. But, in this case, evolution has been
much faster, as the number of filmmakers has increased in an almost exponential way thanks to the availability of new technologies, mainly software
resources. And most of bands who had to deal with two alternatives, not
having a video or having a low-budget and loaw-quality one, now have the
chance to have videos off their songs with a higher quality, even with a few
money.
BCore already released a couple of years ago a video collection in a DVD
called "BCore 100". The family has growth in number, and the quantity and
quality of videos too. And so the videos gathered in this "Fruits of the season" are, in general, more ellaborated, more interesting and more able to
be broadcasted on TV. If a video can have two functions, as a promotional
tool and as an artistic expression of the filmmaker, the 22 videos in this
DVD are successful in both in a more efficient and creative way. Highlighting
the never-seen-before video by No More Lies, not really used to give us
videos off their songs, or "Por todas las cosas" by Standstill, shooted by
Pandeajo totally underwater, or the strange melancholy from "Quiromancia"
by Nueva Vulcano, and so the beauty of texture in the 35 mm cinema shooting of "This living kills" by The Unfinished Sympathy, or the cheeckyness of
The Hands making "Ups and Downs" by It's Not Not and "The bridge" by
Tokyo Sex Destruction. Besides all this and more, a couple of extras you
can't miss: two spots from the italian television introducing the new releases by Delorean and It's Not Not and a photographic report about the launch
of "Le red soul communnitee..." and "Black noise is the new sound" by
Tokyo Sex Destruction in Japan.
Video creation is living a good moment, close to the point where music and
image reach the same quality level, something hard to find some years ago.
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